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SYNOPSIS

We present the results of a study of the morphology of phase separation in a thin film
blend of polystyrene (PS) and polyisoprene (PI) in a common solvent of toluene. The blend
is quenched by rapid solvent evaporation using a spincoating technique rather than a temperature quench. The mass fraction of polystyrene is varied to determine the effect of the
substrate on thin film phase separation morphology. We compare the phase separation
morphology for very thin films of the PS/PI blend cast onto three different substrates:
Si(OO1) with a native oxide layer (Si-SiO,), Si(OO1)etched in hydrofluoric acid (Si-H), and
a Au/Pd alloy sputtered onto Si(OO1).We observe large differencesbetween the morphologies
of 1000 8, thick blend films on the Si-SiO, and Si-H substrates as the mass fraction is
varied due to the difference in the wetting properties of PS on the two substrates. Smaller
differences are observed between the films on the Si-SiO, and Au/Pd substrates only for
film thicknesses h < 600 A. 0 1996 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
The effect of a surface on phase separation of thin
film blends is of great interest both experimentally
and theoreti~ally,'-~
and clearly becomes important
as the surface-to-volume ratio is increased. In this
article we focus on the effect of the substrate on the
morphology of phase-separated thin film blends that
are quenched into the unstable part of the phase
diagram.
Typically, a quench of the polymer blend is
achieved by a rapid change of temperature which
forces the blend into the unstable or metastable regions of the phase diagram. In the metastable region
of the phase diagram, between the binodal and spinodal lines, phase separation takes place by nucleation and growth." Phase separation in the unstable
region occurs via spinodal decomposition bounded
by the spinodal line.lOsll The morphology of the
phase-separated domains can be used to understand
the mechanisms of phase separation. It has been
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shown both by ~ i m u l a t i o n ' ~and
~ ~ experiment14-16
~'~
that generally a bicontinuous morphology results
from a critical quench for which the blend composition is that corresponding to the critical composition, and a droplet-like morphology is obtained for
an off-critical quench.
The bicontinuous morphology is not always obtained for blends of the critical composition. A dramatic example of this occurs for polymer blend thin
films for which the individual polymer components
segregate to the free film surface and the film-substrate interface. This leads to a bilayer structure if
one component prefers the substrate and the other
component prefers the free surface, or a trilayer
structure if one component prefers both the substrate and the free ~ u r f a c e . ~Substantial
.~,~
surface
roughnening resulting from phase separation within
the film plane has also been observed for annealed
spincoated polymer blend films.17 The bicontinuous
morphology may also occur for a mass fraction which
is shifted from the critical mass fraction due to large
differences in the dynamic properties of the two
polymer components.8P1' The effect of shear on phase
separation, which leads to an anisotropic morphology, has also been studied.lg
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Usually phase separation in complex fluids is
studied for the case of a two-polymer melt. However,
this may be problematic if the two components have
substantially different glass transition temperatures
(T&,since the lower Tgcomponent may degrade for
temperatures greater than the Tgvalue for the other
component. One way to study a system with large
differences in the glass transition temperatures of
the polymer components is to use a three-component
or ternary system: two polymers in a common solvent. For a solvent quench, in which the solvent is
removed rapidly from the solution, phase separation
of the two polymer components can be observed.
In the present article we discuss the effect of three
different substrates on the morphology of phase
separation in thin films of polystyrene/polyisoprene
blends quenched by solvent evaporation. Since PS
and P I have glass transition temperatures of 100°C
and -7O"C, respectively, it is difficult to study this
system as a binary blend because the PI degrades
a t temperatures greater than the PS glass transition
temperature. This polymer blend is a good choice
for study as a ternary system since rapid evaporation
of toluene is possible using spincoating. The average
area of the domains of one polymer component
within a matrix of the other polymer component is
used as a quantitative measure of the observed morphologies. We observe differences in the morphologies for the different substrates that are due to differences in the wetting properties of the two polymers on the substrates. We also identify some
aspects of the ternary phase diagram.

EXPERIMENTAL
Materials and Sample Preparation

The ternary solutions consisted of polystyrene (PS)
and polyisoprene (PI)dissolved in toluene, which is
a good solvent for both polymer components. The
polymers'' had molecular weights M w = 760,000
(PS) and M w = 410,000 (PI) and polydispersities
Mw/Mn= 1.10 (PS) andMW/&,, = 1.06 (PI).For the
ternary solutions, the total polymer concentration
was fixed a t 2.00% and the PS mass fraction (&J
was varied between 0 and 1. Thin films of the polymer blends were formed by placing a droplet of the
solution onto a 1 cm X 1cm substrate spinning a t
3000 rpm. This combination of total polymer concentration and spin speed resulted in films with
thickness h
1000 A.
The films were deposited at room temperature
onto three different substrate types: (1)Si(OO1) with

-

the native oxide layer present (Si-SiO,); (2) hydrogen-terminated Si(OO1) (Si-H); and (3) a 200 A thick
60% Au/40% Pd (Au/Pd) layer sputtered onto
Si(OO1). The Si-H surface was made by dipping the
Si(OO1) wafer into a 20% hydrogen fluoride (HF)
solution for 10 s. The HF solution removes the native
oxide layer and leaves a hydrogen-terminated substrate.21,22
To avoid the possible reoxidation22of the
substrate, spincoating was done immediately after
the H F dip followed by a rinse with deionized water.
Because the PS and PI on the three substrate types
have different wetting properties it was expected
that there would be differences between the morphologies of the phase-separated domains for the
different substrate types. We found that the PS
molecules used in this study dewet on Si-SiO, after
annealing the films for 24 h in a vacuum oven at a
temperature of 160°C (which is 60°C above the PS
glass transition temperature). In contrast, the PS
molecules on the other two substrates showed no
dewetting after 1week under the same conditions.
In a period of 1week the PI molecules used in this
study do not dewet on any of the substrate types a t
room temperature, which is 90°C above the PI glass
transition temperature.
Data Analysis

The morphology of the phase-separated thin films
was measured a t room temperature using a metallurgical optical microscope. A CCD camera was
adapted to the microscope and interfaced through
a PC-based frame grabber to obtain digital images.
Since the characteristic length of most of the domains is larger than 3 pm, optical microscopy was
sufficient to measure the phase-separated domain
areas. It was not necessary to use stains to enhance
the optical contrast; the difference in index of refraction for PS and PI (An 0.07) is sufficient to
ensure that the colors of the two phases were different for films with thickness h 1000 A. Different
colored optical filters were also used with the
microscope to enhance the contrast. This method
of digital image acquisition allowed us to measure
the morphologies for all of the 1000 A thick films.
However, for the measurement of very thin films (h
350 A), the optical contrast is low and the resulting image quality is poor.
Care was taken to obtain images of the morphology only near the center of the spincoated films
so that the effect of shear on phase separationlg is
not an important factor. This is a precaution (not
a necessity) for the PS/PI blend thin films since
little difference was observed between the mor-
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phologies near the center and the outer edge of the
film where shear effects should be the largest. The
different PS-rich and PI-rich phases in the film were
identified by selectively dissolving away the P I with
heptane so that only the PS-rich phase remained.
As a quantitative measure of the film morphology,
we chose to measure the area of the domains present
in the digital images. The domain areas were measured for different values of the PS mass fraction
$,, on the three substrates using commercial image
analysis software. For each 4,,, value we required
that a minimum of 150 domains be used in the analysis; multiple images were used if necessary to ensure
that the results were statistically significant. It was
necessary to relax this requirement for I#+, = &,b,
corresponding to the bicontinuous morphology, for
which the domain areas are very large and the number of domains was therefore very small. Domain
area measurements were performed rather than
measurements of the domain perimeters because
perimeter measurements were shown to have greater
error in digital images.
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Figure 1. Average domain area versus PS mass fraction
&, for 1000 A thick PS/PI blend films on Si-SiO, substrates. The curves are intended to guide the eye. The
letters identify data points corresponding to the morphology images shown in Figure 2. The vertical dashed
line corresponds to 9, = +,,,c.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We begin by discussing some of the general aspects
of the morphologies observed for the thin film PS/
P I system. The phase-separated domains were flat,
as evidenced by their uniform color, with typically
a single optical fringe observed near the domain
boundaries. The curvature of the surface was small
since the domain diameter was generally a factor of
50 larger than the film thickness.
Typical results for the Si-SiO, substrate are
shown in Figure 1 as a plot of the average domain
area versus PS mass fraction 4,,,. Five points are
labeled which correspond to the digital images of
the observed morphologies shown in Figure 2. It may
be seen from Figure 1 that small PS-rich domains
are present in a PI-rich matrix for small values of
4,. As is increased, the domains increase in size
until a bicontinuous morphology is obtained for 4,
- q5m,b = 0.45 f 0.02. We note the extremely narrow
range over which the bicontinuous morphology can
be observed. The critical mass fraction 4,,, can be
calculated using the Flory-Huggins theory for binary
polymer blends.23For the polymer molecules used
in this study, &,, = 0.51. There is a substantial difference between 4,,, = 0.51 and the PS mass fraction
for which the bicontinuous morphology is observed;
this difference is currently being investigated. As $,
is increased further, the interconnected PI-rich do-

+,,

main breaks up and smaller PI-rich domains are
formed in a PS-rich matrix.
The measured average domain area for each substrate type is shown as a function of @,, in Figure 3.
There is a very large difference between the results
for the Si-H and Si-SiO, substrates. For the Si-H
substrate there is a transition from domains of one
component to domains of the other component over
a much larger range of +,, values than for the SiSiO, substrate. For the Si-H substrate, reliable domain area measurements were not possible for 0.5
5 I$, 5 0.7, since complex, three-dimensional morphologies were observed. For $, < 0.5 and
> 0.7
the morphologies for the Si-H substrate were qualitatively similar to those observed for PI-rich and
PS-rich domains on the Si-SiO, substrate.
If we compare the morphologies obtained for different values of 4, for the Si-SiO, substrate shown
in Figure 2, we see that all of the PS-rich domains
formed for c$,,, = 0.40 are circular, whereas many of
the PI-rich domains for
= 0.61 are elongated. It
is possible that the difference in domain shapes for
these two values of
is due to the difference in the
interaction of the two polymers with the substrate,
since PI in the melt phase wets the Si-SiO, substrate
in contrast to PS which dewets upon annealing. This
means that the formation of circular domains from
elongated domains is more energetically favorable

+,,

+,,

+,,
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Figure 2. Morphology images for 1000 A thick PS/PI blend films on Si-SiO, substrates.
The images correspond to the data points identified in Figure 1. The 4, values are ( a )
0.40, ( b ) 0.43, ( c ) 0.45, (d) 0.48, and ( e ) 0.61.

for PS than for PI, which would make the observation of circular domains for small values of 4,
more likely than for large values of 4,. However,
this effect is overwhelmed by the influence of the
polymer/air interactions (surface tensions). Since
the PS surface tension yps = 40 dyn/cm is larger
than the PI surface tension ypI = 32 dyn/cm, PSrich domains obtained for small values of 4mwill
tend to be more circular than PI-rich domains obtained for large values of 4,. Therefore, the difference in surface tensions can also explain the difference in the domain shapes observed for the Si-SiO,
substrate for (b, = 0.40 and 4, = 0.61. The surface

tensions must dominate the phase separation morphologies because the morphologies measured for
the Au /Pd substrate are indistinguishable from
those observed for the Si-SiO, substrate, even
though PS wets the Au/Pd substrate much more
readily than the Si-SiO, substrate, as shown by the
dewetting studies described above. The striking
similarity of the morphologies for the Si-SiO, and
Au/Pd substrates, as can be seen clearly by comparing the dependence of the average domain area
on 4, in parts ( b ) and ( c ) of Figure 3, means that
the effect of the polymer/substrate interactions
must be small compared with the effect of the surface
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served in Figure 2. These two photographs correspond to two films obtained from different polymer
blend solutions with $, = 0.45, indicating that the
polymer blend morphology is very reproducible, even
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Figure 3. Average domain area versus PS mass fraction
& for 1000 A thick PS/PI blend films on different substrates. The curves are intended to guide the eye. The
vertical dashed lines correspond to & = &,,.

tensions for 1000 A thick films on the Si-SiO, and
Au/Pd substrates. In contrast, the large difference
in morphologies obtained for the Si-SiO, and Si-H
substrates discussed above suggests that the large
difference in the wetting properties of PS on the two
substrates is responsible for the large differences in
the morphologies observed for the 1000A thick films.
The striking similarity of the morphologies observed for 1000 A thick films on the Si-SiO, and
Au/Pd substrates leads one to the following question: how small does the film thickness have to be
to observe differences in morphology between films
on the Si-SiO, and Au/Pd substrates?
To address this question, we reduced the P S / P I
blend film thickness by reducing the total polymer
concentration from 2.00% to 0.77%. For a spin speed
of 3000 rpm, this reduces h from 1000 to 350 A.
Because the average domain area is very sensitive
to small changes in &, near +,,,,b we fixed 4,,, = 0.45
to observe shifts in the morphology due the substrate. The resulting morphologies for the Si-SiO,
and Au/Pd substrates are shown in Figure 4 together
6 t h the moWhohY observed for a 1000 A thick
film. It is worth noting that the bicontinuous morphology of Figure 4 is virtually identical to that ob-

Figure 4. Morphology images for PS/PI blend films.
( a ) Si-SiO, substrate, h 1000 A; ( b ) Si-SiO, substrate,
h 350 A; ( c ) Au/Pd substrate, h 350 A.
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for 4mvalues for which the morphology is very sensitive to changes in 4m.The image quality is poor
for the 350 8 thick films because there is very little
optical contrast between the domains. The morphologies for the two substrates with the 350 8 thick
films differ from the bicontinuous morphology observed for the 1000 8 thick films with the same value
of 4m= 0.45. In addition, for the 350 8 thick films,
there are significant differences between the morphologies observed for the two substrates. For the
Si-SiO, substrate, we observe PI-rich domains in a
PS-rich matrix, and for the Au/Pd substrate, we
observe PS-rich domains in a PI-rich matrix.
If we attribute the changes in morphology as the
film thickness is decreased to a shift in 4 m . b due to
the influence of the substrate, we can estimate this
shift as follows. For the 350 8 thick film on Au/Pd
the morphology observed for 4, = 0.45 is the same
as that which is observed for the 1000 8 thick film
for qjm = 0.43. Similarly, for the 350 8 thick film on
Si-SiO, the morphology observed for 4,,, = 0.45 is
the same as that which is observed for the 1000 8
thick film for 4,,, = 0.49. This means that, as the
film thickness is reduced, the value of 4 m , b shifts
toward 4,,, = 0.51 for the Au/Pd substrate, and
away from 4,,,,=for the Si-SiO, substrate. This result
is in agreement with the observation that PS wets
Au/Pd more readily than it does the Si-SiO, surface.
For the 350 8 thick films, we estimate a total shift
of 0.06 in the 4m.b values due to the difference between the Si-SiO, and the Au/Pd substrates. We
also measured the morphology for films of intermediate thicknesses (350 8 < h < 1000 A) on the
Si-SiO, and Au/Pd substrates, and we observed
film thickness-related morphology shifts only for
h < 600 8.
To evaluate the usefulness of the solvent quench
experiment, it is helpful to compare it directly to
the conventional temperature quench experiment.
There are similarities between the two experiments,
but also fundamental differences.
In the temperature quench experiment'' for an
upper critical solution temperature blend system,
the binary polymer blend sample of a particular
composition q5m is prepared a t a temperature T
greater than that corresponding to the binodal temperature Tbinfor that value of 4m[see the schematic
phase diagram shown in Fig. 5 (a)].The temperature
is decreased quickly (during a short quench time t Q )
to the quench temperature TQ,which lies within the
metastable or unstable region of the phase diagram.
The temperature is then held constant at TQas phase
separation occurs during a time t a t a single point
( 4m,T Q )on the phase diagram. The quench time tQ

a

Figure 5. Schematic phase diagrams for ( a ) the temperature quench experiment, and ( b ) the solvent quench
experiment. The symbols are explained in the text.

is usually negligible compared with the phase separation time t. The quench depth is controlled directly in the experiment by the choice of the quench
temperature TQ.
In the solvent quench experiment, the ternary
blend solution (solvent plus binary polymer blend)
is prepared with a particular relative mass fraction
4,,, of the two polymers. The solution is dilute and
therefore homogeneous (the solvent concentration
C, is only slightly less than 100%) .The spincoating
process leads to phase separation of the polymer
blend as the solvent concentration C, decreases rapidly due to evaporation of the solvent. We can understand the solvent quench experiment most easily
by considering the phase diagram shown in Figure
5 ( b ) , in which we have plotted C, as a function of
4m.The phase separation process begins as C, decreases below the concentration Chin corresponding
to the binodal line. Because the solvent quench is
so rapid, phase separation effectively occurs only
after C, decreases below the concentration Cspincorresponding to the spinodal line. Also, there is a limiting value of C,, Csf,below which phase separation
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stops because the molecules of one of the polymer
species are no longer mobile. Therefore, for the solvent quench experiment, phase separation occurs a t
constant (room) temperature as C, decreases rapidly
from Cspinto csfduring the short quench time tQ.
Unlike the temperature quench experiment, phase
separation occurs not a t a fixed point on the phase
diagram but rather as the concentration decreases
rapidly from Cspinto C,f.Phase separation occurs as
C, decreases because the phase separation time t is
usually comparable to the quench time tQfor the
solvent quench experiment. With C, < Csf,the phase
separation morphology does not change with time
if one of the polymers is glassy a t room temperature.
The quench depth, which for this experiment is the
difference between Cspinand Csf,is determined by
the choice of solvent and polymers, as well as the
spincoating conditions such as the spin speed. It is
important to note that the quench depth in general
varies with qj,,,. For the simplest case in which Csf
is constant for all values of &,, the quench depth
and quench time tQare largest for a critical quench
and decrease for larger and smaller values of &,.
The dependence of the quench parameters on @
,,, is
a fundamental characteristic of solvent quench experiments used to probe phase separation in thin
films. Further theoretical work is required to extract
all of the information from the experimental data.
As stated in the introduction, the solvent quench
experiment is useful because it allows the study of
polymer blends in which the two high molecular
weight polymers have vastly different glass transition temperatures TB.The measurement of the average domain area for different values of G,,,is useful
because it forms a characteristic signature of the
polymer blend system which can be studied as experimental parameters, e.g., final film thickness, are
varied. Although comparisons of the average domain
area for values of &,that are very different are complicated by the variation of the phase separation
kinetics with &,, we can use the plots of average
domain area versus 4,,, to identify features for which
the changes in the average domain area with 4, are
large. The most prominent feature in Figure 3 for
the films on the Au/Pd and Si-SiO, substrates corresponds to &, = &,,b, for which the bicontinuous
morphology is observed. We can also identify an
abrupt decrease in the average domain area as 4, is
increased above &, = 0.71 f 0.05. We believe that
this feature corresponds to the coincidence of Cspin
with the limiting value of the concentration Csf.For
&, > 0.7 there are very few, small phase-separated
domains; these are likely formed by nucleation and
growth.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The morphology of phase separation was studied
as a function of the PS mass fraction 4,,, in PS/PI
blend thin films. Both polymer components were
dissolved in a common solvent (toluene), and the
polymer blend was quenched a t room temperature
by rapid evaporation of the solvent using spincoating. By systematically measuring the average
area of the phase-separated domains as a function
of
, we have a sensitive probe of the effect of the
substrate on the phase separation process. For 1000
A thick films, we observe a large difference in the
domain morphologies for Si-H and Si-SiO, substrates due to the differences in the wetting properties of PS for the two surfaces. Little difference
is observed between the morphologies for the SiSiO, and Au/Pd substrates for h 1000 A because
the phase separation morphology is determined by
the surface tensions of the polymers. For h < 600
A, we observe small substrate-induced morphology
shifts.
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